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The divorce statute itself contains no prov1s1ons for dismissal of
such actions. and the general practice was necessarily followed , in entire
conformance with the recognized laws of divorce and procedurr.
Careful compliance with the laws is indispensable in cases involving
substituted service. Non-compliance with the requirements in any important particular will re.nder void all proceedings dependent on the
court's jurisdiction over the person attempted to be served. It will be
noted that Section 20, Chapter 56, 1935 C. S. A., supra, protects decrees from attack after one year, except cases in which the court did not
obtain jurisdiction of the parties, or for a fraud perpetrated upon the
court. Obviously, it is of utmost importance that the defendant be
before the court. Regardless of what the court may attempt to do, it is
elementary that any decree or judgment against him is void if jurisdiction has not been obtained according to the law. Procedure in divorce
cases should be followed with special care; otherwise bigamy, illegitimacy, litigation over property rights. and other disasters may result.

Book Review
TRAFFIC COURTS. By George Warren, Foreword by Arthur T. Vanderbilt;
1942, Boston; Little, Brown and Company, xxvii, 280, $4.0 0.

This work was sponsored by the National Committee on Traffic
Law Enforcement and was published under the joint auspices of that
body and the National Conference of Judicial Councils. It is one of the
volumes of the judicial administration series of which Roscoe Pound.
formerl y dean of th e Harvard Law School. is editor.
Mr. Warren started a nation-wide survey of traffic courts i.n 193 8.
The present volume is based upon his report of that survey, made in
September, 1940. The survey made by Mr. Warren was thorough and
comprehensive. He h as studied both the traffic laws of each state and the
laws governing the courts that enforce such la ws. The material for the
report was obtained by personal investigation and by conferences w ith
traffic judges and court officials in all the states, supplemented by questionnaires sent to attorneys general. traffic judges and justices o f the
peace.
Many of the problems which led to the making of this survey have
been abated by the train of events accelerated by the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor D ecember 7, 194 I. but they are likely to be revived with
the cessation of hostilities and the consequent ending of tire and gasoline
shortages. In fact, the accident toll in D enver at the turn of the year
makes one doubt that these problems have been diminished.
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The conclusions vf Mr. Warren are set out in a summary of recommendations preceding the main part of the work. It is difficult to sele~t
the most important of these recommendations. Many of them are. obvious. The need for putting others into effect may be apparent, but it may
seem that they can be applied only with great difficulty, or they may not
appear to be applicable to the conditions found in some states. The application of some of these recommendations to our. spars~ly populated,
territorially extensive, western states may seem especially difficult. These
recommendations all merit study and thought.
Ten requirements for enforceable traffic laws set out in chapter II ,
page 16, might be condensed to three, i. e., they should be clear, reasonable a.nd uniform. Uniformity of traffic rules probably would result in
the abandonment of the unique right of w ay rule enforced in D enver.
Traffic cases are not adapted to the routine of criminal offenses,
although those brought for violations of state laws are criminal in form.
Usually only a single issue is involved. Often there is no extraneous or
impartial testimony, and the traffic law violator does not consider himself
a criminal. Except for accident cases, they can be disposed of rapidly.
Mr. Warren says that the handling of these cases should be uniform over
large areas, and that cooperation with thr police in keeping records is
helpful both to that department and to the court. The keeping of complete and intelligible records is very important, as the chief function of
the traffic laws is to deter future offenses in order to promote public
safety. Complete records can be of great help in ascertaining the causes
of traffic violations a.nd ::tccidents, and also in detecting the repeated and
persistent violator.
Violations bureaus, or "cafeteria courts," when properly administered, are of great help in medium sized and large cities. In many instances a great proportion of the cases are disposed of in these offices. Mr.
Warren recommends that a primary prerequisite in all violation.~ l,ureaus
should be the use of a written plea of guilty a.nd wiaver of trial. This
will insure the realization by a defendant that he admits and pleads
guilty to the infraction of a law. D enver is said to be one of the comparatively few cities where this procedure is required. The schedule of
penaltie_s should be fixed and should not be made capable of variation by
the clencal personnel. The "cafeteria court" should not be made into a
mere device for obtaining revenue.
~udges and court officials list seven faults common to lawyers in the
handhng of traffic cases. The faults listed seem to be those of which lawyers are accused in the handling of all sorts of cases. Some of them were
oointed out by another Warren in that legal classic T en Thousand a

Year.

The " fix," or use of influence for escaping the normal legal procedure and penalty for traffic violations, is said to be "singly the most
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pernicious influence and detrimental practice in the field of traffic law
enforcement." The man who can "get away with it" is likely to relax
his driving standards and the man who has no " pull" is likely to become
resentful and antagonistic when h e knows that others are not penalized
as he may be. Both attitudes weaken traffic enforcement and are injurious
to public safety. The "fix" is a petty, but particularly vexatious, form
of special privilege.
Punishment of traffic offenders can be effected in more ways than
the usually prescribed penalties for law infractions. The most deterrent
punishment appears to be the suspension of driving licenses and privileges. The author recommends that the suspension a.nd revocation of
drivers licenses should be a function of the state motor vehicle administration, with provisions to make recommendations of the judges trying
traffic cases effective.
Adequate drivers records are necessary to single out and properly
punish the repeater or habitual offender, for these persistent violators
form the greatest me.nace to public safety. While it has been said that
many habitual offenders are never caught, the law of probabilities would
appear to disprove this conclusion and show that on the whole and in
the long run violators are apprehended in proportion to the number and
degree of their offenses.
One of the most interesting chapters in the book is number XIII.
concerning justices of the peace. In most states traffic cases may be heard
in a number of courts, but the justice of the peace is the officer most commonly used for their trial. Colorado is one of the states in which most
traffic cases, except in Denver and a few cities or towns having police
magistrates, are tried in "J. P ." courts. Few lawyers need to be told
much about the "justice" court or "J. P. " system, yet a reading of this
chapter will be useful in focusing the spotlight of thought on these
officers.
Two stateme.nts in this chapter may be misinterpreted, so far as they
concern Colorado. Mr. Warren says. page 202. note 5, that Colorado is
one of five states which provide salaries for justices of the peace. Unfortunately, the p rovisions for salaries apply only to a few populous justice
court precincts-probably not more than six. One safely can say that
more than ninety-five per cent of the justices of the peace in Colorado
are compensated by the fees of their offices. In note 2, page 223 , Colorado is listed as one of the states which furnishes justices of the peace with
court rooms. This is true in many of the larger county seats and in some
other towns and cities. Also, in some county seats where justices of the
peace do not have regular quarters assigned to them , they may be allowed
to use the accomodations provided for other courts for the trial of cases.
But a large majority of the justices of the peace in Colorado are not
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furnished court rooms or other accomodations, and hold court in their
homes, in the back rooms of stores, or in other places that may be found
convenient.
Almost everyone will agree with the conclusion of Mr. Warren
that the justice of the peace system is both an inefficient and an ineffective
means for the trial of traffic violations. Granting the truth of this
statement we are faced with the problem of reorganizing the justice of the
peace and other court systems so as to handle traffic cases more effective! y.
Mr. Warren recommends that the justice of the peace be replaced for the
trial of traffic cases by a state-wide system of regular courts with trained
personnel functioning on a circuit basis from centrally located seats and
under the supervision of a chief judge. In the absence of such a thorough
reorganization Mr. Warren recommends that the traffic case docket be
separated from that of other cases. He also says that merely abolishing
the hundreds of casual courts scattered throughout almost every state
would work great improvement. Such a plan should enable each court
to be properly housed.
A mode of reorganization which might be satisfactory in a small.
densely populated, predominantly urban state might not be practical in a
large, sparsely populated, rural state. Consideration would have to be
given to the mode of reorganization to fit a state such as Colorado,
which has one metropolitan community, a few medium sized cities, and a
great area of wide open spaces. It might be found impractical even to
abolish all of the 350 justices of the peace in this state and concentrate
the handling of traffic cases arising outside of Denver in the county
courts. The channeling of such cases through the county courts in
Colorado would not necessarily result in their trial before trained
judges, as not more than twenty-three of Colorado's sixty-three county
judges are lawyers. According to Martindale, three Colorado countiesCuster, Hinsdale and Mineral-have no lawyers, and it appears that
in a number of other counties where one or two lawyers are listed they
reside in adjoining counties where they maintain their principal offices.
Any proposed reorganization of the court system should avoid setting up
traffic courts as an entirely separate and self-sufficient judicial organization. They should be fitted into the general court system of the state.
Too many states have followed the easy way of setting up new or
separate courts to meet special problems without consideration of their
effect upon or relation to the existing courts.
Mr. Warren's .work furnishes a greatly needed review of a
problem of judicial administration and law enforcement which was
particularly troublesome in the years just before World War II and
which is likely to rise again soon after the termination of this conflict.

v

"I'm not simple enough to think that one man can go down there to
Washington and cure all the troubles of this country all by himself," said
Dean Gillespie in a recent talk, "but I want to tell you right now that if you
send me down to Washington, you're sending ONE vote for plain, honest,
common sense-.the kind of common sense that made this country what it is
today-the greatest country the world has ever known."
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